Abstract. For spaces with a group action, we introduce Bredon cohomology with local (or twisted) coefficients and show that it is invariant under weak equivariant homotopy equivalence. We use this new cohomology to construct a Serre spectral sequence for equivariant fibrations.
Bredon [1] introduced what is now called Bredon cohomology, with the purpose of developing obstruction theory in the context of spaces equipped with an action of a fixed group G. The kind of coefficients needed in this theory are not abelian groups but rather contravariant functors from the orbit category tf (tr) into abelian groups.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a spectral sequence for a Serre fibration of (7-spaces. As in the nonequivariant case, if no further restrictions are made, it is necessary to use cohomology with twisted coefficients. Such twisted coefficients are not functors on the orbit category cf(G), but on some augmentation of cf (G) depending on the base space of the fibration.
Our approach is to give a new definition of Bredon cohomology in terms of cohomology of categories. Indeed, with a G-space X we shall associate a category AG(X) of "equivariant singular simplices in X." Any abelian groupvalued functor Af from the orbit category cf(G) can be viewed as a system of coefficients on the category AG(X). A key result is that for any such Af, the cohomology groups H*(AGX, M) of this category are naturally isomorphic to the Bredon cohomology groups HG(X, M); see Theorem 2.2.
The category AG(X) allows us to define cohomology groups of a G-space with more general coefficients. In particular, we shall construct a category HG(X) of "equivariant homotopy classes of paths in X," which sits in between AG(X) and cf (G) by functors AG(X) -► UG(X) -► tf(G). A twisted or local system of coefficients Af on X is then defined as an abelian group-valued functor on HG(X), and the Bredon cohomology of X with twisted coefficients can now be constructed as the cohomology H*(AG(X), M) of the category AG(X). This is invariant under weak G-homotopy equivalence, see Theorem 2.3. (The converse is also true: a map of G-spaces is a weak G-homotopy equivalence whenever it induces an equivalence of fundamental groupoids as well as an isomorphism in cohomology with such twisted coefficients; see Moerdijk-Svensson [8] .) This notion of local coefficients should not be confused with a different one introduced in Bredon [1] . For example, unlike Bredon's notion, ours reduces in the nonequivariant context to the usual one originating with Steenrod.
A Serre fibration /: Y -> X of G-spaces and a (twisted) coefficient system Af on Y then naturally give rise to a twisted coefficient system H*(f, M) on X, which should be thought of as the Bredon cohomology of the fibers of / (see 3.1). The Serre spectral sequence now takes the usual form HPG(X, HG(fi, Af)) HG+9(Y,M). We point out that analogous results for Bredon homology can be derived in the same way. The interested reader will also notice that our approach can be carried out for arbitrary diagrams of spaces. For example, this gives a Serre spectral sequence for cyclic (co-)homology.
Cohomology of categories
In this section, we review the definition and some well-known basic facts concerning cohomology groups of categories (cf., e.g., Quillen [9] , Gabriel-Zisman [5, Appendix II], and Watts [13] ).
Let C be a small category. We write Ab(C) for the category with objects the contravariant functors from C into abelian groups and with morphisms the natural transformations. Ab = Ab( 1) is the category of abelian groups. There is a 'global sections'-or lim -functor For a small category C, let 7VC denote the nerve of C, i.e., the simplicial set with 77-simplices the composable sequences u = (Co -*"' Cx -»"2 ••• -»"" C") in C. If Af € Ab(C), one can form a cosimplicial abelian group C*(C, Af) defined by (3) C(C,M)= J] M(u(0)).
ueN"(C) (Here, as in the rest of this paper, if u = (C0 ->"' Cx -> ••• -»"" Cn) is an element of Nn(C), we write u(i) = Ci.) The differentials in the associated cochain complex (also denoted by C*(C, Af)) are obtained from the face maps of 7VC by taking alternating sums, in the standard way. This cochain complex computes the cohomology of C with coefficients in Af: there is a canonical isomorphism (4) 77*(C, Af) = H*(C'(C, M)).
For later reference, we single out the special case where C is the dual Aop of the simplicial category A. Then Ab(Aop) is the category of cosimplicial abelian groups. For a cosimplicial group Af, the cohomology 77*(Aop, Af) can be computed as the cohomology of the cochain complex Af° -► Af' -> Af2 -> • • • obtained from Af by taking alternating sums of the coface maps Af" -> Af"+1; briefly, (5) 77*(Aop, M) = H*(M9).
For an arbitrary small category C, an M £ Ab(C) is called locally constant, or morphism inverting, if for any arrow u: D -> C in C, Af gives an isomorphism M(u): M(C) ^ M(D) of abelian groups. A locally constant Af induces a locally constant (or twisted) system of coefficients on the classifying space 77C of C, again denoted by Af. Now 77* (C, Af) coincides with the usual twisted cohomology of the space 77C : (6) 77*(C, Af) = Hn(BC, M) (for Af locally constant).
To conclude this section, we recall the Grothendieck spectral sequence (Grothendieck [7] ) in the context of cohomology of small categories. Let /: D -» C be a functor between small categories. There are induced functors (7) Ab ( If /: D -> C is a weak equivalence (in the sense that Bf: 77 D -> TiC is a homotopy equivalence of spaces), then the map (8) is an isomorphism, provided M is locally constant. If N £ Ab(D) then there is a canonical isomorphism TcfiN = T0N, and hence a Grothendieck spectral sequence (natural in /) (9) E\•« = Rprc(Rift(N)) => RP+TD(N).
By the explicit description of /* given above, this spectral sequence may also be written as (10) EP'q = Hp(C,H"(fi/-, 7V))=>77p+«(D, N).
Here Hq(fi/-, N) £ Ab(C) is the functor that sends an object C of C to H"(flC, coc(N)), where coc: fi/C -► D is the forgetful functor (D, u) .-» D.
Bredon cohomology with twisted coefficients
Let G be a (discrete) group and X a G-space. The purpose of this section is to express (ordinary) Bredon cohomology of X as the cohomology of a certain category AG(X) and to introduce twisted Bredon cohomology. In §3, we derive a Serre spectral sequence for a G-fibration /: f-*!, from the Grothendieck spectral sequence of the functor AG(Y) -> AG(X).
The construction of AG(X) proceeds by the so-called Grothendieck construction (see, e.g., Gray [6] and Thomason [12] ). If C is a small category and F: Cop -» Cat is a functor into the category Cat of small categories, then the Grothendieck construction of F is the category Jc F defined as follows: the objects of fcF are pairs (C, x) where C is an object of C and x one of 77(C); an arrow (C, x) -► (C, x') in JCF is a pair (/, a) where f:C->-C' in C and a: x -> F(f)(x') in F(C); composition in JCF is defined in the evident way. Notice that there is a canonical projection functor
The Grothendieck construction is natural in C and F in the obvious sense. Thomason [12] showed that the Grothendieck construction provides a categorical model for homotopy colimits, in the sense that for a functor F: Cop -► Cat there is a (weak) homotopy equivalence (12) hocolimBoF here the second homotopy equivalence is standard (see, e.g., [10, Appendix] ), the third is a special case of (12), and the last equality holds by definition. Now consider a fixed group G, and write cf (G) for the orbit category; i.e., cf(G) is the full subcategory of the category of G-spaces spanned by the (discrete) G-spaces G/77, where 77 is any subgroup of G. For a G-space X, there is a functor 
with projection functor p%: AG(X) -»cf(G) as in (11) . The category AG(X) can be described explicitly as follows: its objects are G-maps a: G/H xA"-»I, where A" is the standard ^-simplex; maps from (a: G/Hx A" -X) to (t: G/K x Am -* X) are pairs (cp, a) where cp: G/H -» G/K is a G-map and a: A" -► Am is a simplicial operator (i.e., a map coming from an order preserving function {0, ... ,/?}-> {0, ... , 777}) such that x o (cp x a) -o .
The category AG(X) is in some sense the equivariant analogue of the category A(T) associated to a topological space T. Thus, analogous to (13) , there is a weak G-homotopy equivalence (16) X ~ hocolimpx;
AC(X) cf. Seymour [11] and Elmendorf [4] . (Indeed, using Elmendorf s notation, this is his weak equivalence CQ>X ^ X, except that the geometric realization involved in the definition of the functor "C" is replaced by the thick realization of Segal [10, Appendix] .)
Another important category associated to a G-space X is the category T1G(X) constructed as follows. Let n(X^): cf(G)op -» (groupoids) C Cat be the functor that sends G/77 to the fundamental groupoid n(XH) of the subspace XH of 77-fixed points. Then define (17) nG(X)= ( n(X^)
with projection qx: nG(X) -»cf(G) as in (11) . Explicitly, nG(X) is the category whose objects are G-maps x: G/77 -> X and whose arrows from (x: G/77 -> X) to (y: G/K -* X) are pairs (cp, q) where cp: G/H -» G/K is a G-map and a is a G-homotopy class (relative endpoints) of equivariant paths G/77 x/->I from x o cp to y . We shall call %g(X) (as well as the functor 7i(X(_))) the fundamental groupoid of the Gspace X-but notice that nG(X) is not a groupoid, and that in general nG(X) n (AG(X)) (unless G is trivial).
There is a canonical functor from AG(X) to nG(X), commuting with the projections:
Indeed, if 77 is any topological space, there is a quotient functor A(T) -► 77 (77) that sends an object (a: A" -» T) to a(en) £ T, where en is the last (nth) vertex of A" ; an arrow a: (cr: A" -> 77) -► (t: Am -► T) of A(77) is sent to the image under x of the linear path from a(e") to em in Am. This functor is natural in 77, so for a G-space X we obtain a natural transformation A(X{-~)) -+ n(X^~">) between functors cf(G)op -» Cat, and hence by "integration" a functor vx as in (18).
We are now ready to define Bredon cohomology with twisted coefficients. A functor A7 e Ab(AG(X)) is said to be a (G-)local (or twisted, or locally constant, relative to G) system on X if, up to isomorphism, it factors through vx: AG(X) -iiG(X) (i.e., Af 2 v*x(M') for some Af' e Ab(nG(X))) ■ Similarly, M is said to be constant (relative to G) if it factors through px: AG(X) -► cf(G), up to isomorphism. Observe that when X is G-simply connected (in the sense that XH is nonempty and simply connected for any subgroup 77 C G) then the functor qx is an equivalence of categories, hence every locally constant system is constant.
2.1. Definition. For a G-local system Af on a G-space X, the (twisted) Bredon cohomology HG(X, M) of X with coefficients in Af is defined as
HG(X,M) = H*(AG(X),M).
We will use the notation HG(X, M) only for local coefficients Af (although (19) makes sense for any Af £ Ab(AG(X)). In 2.3 we will see that a weak G-homotopy equivalence /: Y -> X induces an isomorphism HG(X, M) -Ĥ G(Y, fi*M); this is not true for general coefficients.
To justify the notation introduced in 2.1, we will now prove that for a constant system Af, it agrees with ordinary Bredon cohomology. We briefly recall the singular version of Bredon cohomology from Brdcker [2] . For a G-space X and 77 > 0, let We now deduce the invariance under weak equivalence. Recall that a G-map /: Y -> X of G-spaces is a weak G-homotopy equivalence if for any subgroup H CG, f restricts to an ordinary weak homotopy equivalence fH: YH -> XH . In the following theorem, we denote by /*Af the local system on Y induced by a local system Af on X (i.e., fi*M is the composition AG(F)op -»Ac (7) AG(X)op ^M Ab).
Theorem. Let f.Y^X
be a weak G-homotopy equivalence. Then for any local system M on X, the map fi induces an isomorphism HG(X, M) Ĥ G(Y,f*M).
Proof. Suppose given, a system Af: AG(X)op -► Ab that factors through vx: AG(X) -> UG(X) (up to isomorphism). As in the proof of 2.2, we can construct a bisimplicial set X and a bicomplex C"(X, M), where The theorem now follows from this lemma and the nonequivariant case.
The Serre spectral sequence
Let /: Y -► X be a G-fibration; i.e. (Bredon [1] ), / is a map of G-spaces that restricts to a Serre fibration YH -> XH for each subgroup 77 c G. In the proof of 3.2, we shall use a simplicial version of 2.3 and 2.4, which we briefly describe first. For a functor X: cf(G)op -> (ssets), let n(X(-)) be the functor that assigns to an object G/77 of cf(G) the fundamental groupoid of the simplicial set X(G/H).
(This is the usual edge-path groupoid, which is isomorphic to the fundamental groupoid 7i(|X(G/77)|, X0(G/H)) of the realization of X(G/H) with the vertices of X(G/H) as base points.) Then let g(X) = X,(G) n(X(-)). Moreover, write AG(*) = J^{G)xAX = Xr(G)/A^. Then as before, taking the "last vertex" yields a canonical functor vx: AG(X) -> nG(X). A local system of coefficients on X is a functor Af: AG(A')op -> Ab that, up to isomorphism, factors through vx. Completely analogous to 2.4, there is a spectral sequence, for any such Af, Another preliminary remark for the proof of 3.2 concerns the operations of pulling back and of associating the singular simplicial sets S,(U) to a topological space U. In general, these two operations do not commute (up to homotopy); but they do for fibrations. More precisely, let /: V -> U be a map of topological spaces, let A(-, 77) e (ssets) be the representable simplicial set, and let A" = |A(-, 77)| 6 Top be the standard 77-simplex, as before. For a map <!;: A" -► U, with corresponding simplicial map ^: A(-, 77) -> S,(U), there is a simplicial comparison map (34) £*(S.(V))-*S. (?(V) ).
Here the left-hand side denotes the pullback of simplicial sets and the righthand side is the singular simplicial set associated to the pullback of spaces. The comparison map (34) is in general not a (weak) homotopy equivalence, but one easily checks that it is when / is a fibration. It thus remains to be shown that the two functors Hq(AG(f)/-, M) and HG(f, M) from AG(X)op into Ab are isomorphic.
Proof
Fix an object (0: G/K x A" -> X) of AG(X). We shall construct an isomorphism Hq(AG(f)/o, M) = HG(f, M)(o), and it will be clear from the construction that this isomorphism is natural in 0. (Here and below, we denote also by Af any system of coefficients induced by Af.) We first introduce some notation. The map 0: G/K x A" -► X has an adjoint 0: A" -> XK and a corresponding simplicial map a: A(-, 77) -> S.(XK) (as in (34)); we shall also write 0: A(-, 77) -» S,(XL) for any subgroup L C K. Let /': T = fi~\XK) -* XK be the fibration of A^-spaces obtained by restricting /, and let a*(Y') be the A-space obtained by pulling back /' along 0 .
Observe that there is a canonical equivalence of categories (35) cf(K)^cf(G)/(G/K) that sends an object K/L into the quotient-mapping G/L -► G/K. We begin by analysing HjL(f, M)(o). There is a functor (-x l)*er*(y) from (cf(G)/(G/K))op into spaces that send a: G/L -* G/K to the pullback of /: Y -» X along a o (a x 1). One easily checks that there are canonical equivalences of categories This completes the proof.
Multiplicative structure
With a little more care, it can be shown that the equivariant Serre spectral sequence (Theorem 3.2) carries a product structure, as expressed in the following result. (39) HpG(X, HG(f, M))®HpG(X, HqG(fi, N)) -HPG+P'(X, HqG+q'(f, M®N)). These "standard" pairings (38) and (39) are explicitly described in (51). Notice that for a local system 7? of (commutative) rings on Y, the Serre spectral sequence becomes a spectral sequence of graded (commutative) rings, with E2 -HG(X, HG(f, R)) as rings, modulo a sign.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 was based on a reduction to the Grothendieck spectral sequence (10) , and Theorem 4.1 is a special case of the following product theorem for this Grothendieck spectral sequence: Although various cases of this result are well known, it seems worthwhile to prove it in the stated generality. To this end, recall first that for a small category C, the category of contravariant abelian group-valued functors is denoted by Ab(C). In this category tensor-products are formed "pointwise"; i.e., M <g> Af'(C) = M(C) <8>z Af'(C) for any Af, Af' £ Ab(C) and any C £ C. 
